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ERIC ZEMMOUR THE FRENCH TORNADO OF POLITIC WITH 17% VOTE
INTENTION FOR PRESIDENT
HE WOULD TAKE OVER MARINE LE PEN

Paris, Washington DC, 07.10.2021, 18:09 Time

USPA NEWS - Eric Zemmour is the new political tornado in France and would overtake Marine Le Pen, with 17% of voting intentions
against 15% for the far-right candidate Stuff National Rally (RN) if he were to run in the next presidential elections in 2022 .
Indeed, this political UFO, ex political columnist on the Broadcast channel Cnews, alongside Christine Kelly and Marc Menant, Eric
Zemmour, has not even officially declared himself a candidate that he already has very strong intentions of vote. The rise of Eric
Zemmour is dazzling because a month ago, he was cordite only of 7% of intention of votes, but his frank talk and his potions more to
the right than the extreme right, makes Marine pass Le Pen for a “moderate right-wing woman”. The French media speaking every day
of Eric Zemmour, accentuate the Zemmourmania, which has been agitating frankly for several weeks, while the person concerned has
his book autographed all over France. last word ”… Eric Zemmour neither!

ERIC ZEMMOUR PLEASES THE FRENCH BECAUSE 80% OF THE FRENCH THINK FRANCE IS IN DECLINE
Eric Zemmour complains regularly on French TV channels that France is in delcine, and fells very nostalgic of the old times, where
Farnce in the sixies ranked jsut behind the USA.... However, according to a recent survey (Elabe), eight French out of 10 consider that
France is in decline. This may also explain why there is such enthusiasm generated by Eric Zemmour, on the part of numerous French
people, future voters.----------------------------------------------------
ERIC ZEMMOUR SAYS 30% OF HIS VITERS AR RIGHT BOURGEOIS AND 30% POPULAR CLASS RIGHT------------
He explains himself that his "electorate is divided into 30% of the Right Bourgeois (of Francois Fillon) and 30% of the Popular Right (of
Marine Le Pen)". We can assume that the rest of his electorate is from the far left who are "anti-system" and undecided or
disappointed with the left. Indeed Eric Zemmour is anti-system himself because he is an outsider, not coming from an apparatus or
political party, and criticizes everything that does (or in fact) not the current government and the presidential majority of Emmanuel
Macron. He is a political journalist who has become a "politician" after thirty years as a political writer. Zemmour’s former columnist
fellows on Broadcast Cnews TV say he is "kind, extremely human and caring about his friends, colleagues and loving, with a great
sense of humor." It is true that Eric Zemmour, seems approachable and takes the time to chat with the people and fans who are
queuing up for a personalized abortionist in the book they buy (more than 200,000 copies
already).-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Eric Zemmour in his own way is anti-system and can excuse voters from voting for him instead of voting "Evil" according to other
politicians, Marine Le Pen. With Eric Zemmour, some see him as a port of picking said aloud what some French people think in a
whisper: "We must stop immigration and close the borders to avoid the great replacement of Christian-Jewish civilization after the
Muslims who arrive massively in France . they will take over the christians !"" ban foreign-sounding first names "" send back
immigrants and migrants who are in saturated French prisons " and even "Zero Immigration Plan" according to Eric Zemmour etc
...-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Eric Zemmour, yesterday chronicle, disruptor, agitator of French TV, insults, and treats of "extremist of the right, fascist" becomes sexy
in the eyes of 17% of the French who seem to be in him and his word. He would then rise to the second round of the 2022 presidential
election against Emmanuel Macron, who is estimated to have 24% of the vote (Not yet officially declared either)? The shocking results
of a Harris Interactive poll for Challenges were like a political storm on October 6 for the Republicans as well, as their candidate Xavier
Bertrand would have only 13%. As for the mayor of Paris Anne Hidalgo, she would pick up only 4 to 6% as an officially declared
candidate for the Socialist party. Ditto for Yannick Jadot official candidate of Ecologists (EELV) collects according to the same poll6%.
The poll war is launched in France as well as that of the presidential election candidates, whose metronome is Eric Zemmour, who
sets the tempo and the agenda (in 6 months). 

ERIC ZEMMOUR SHOULD BE THE CANDIDATE OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY & PART OF THE VOTERS OF MARINE
LEPEN---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
To all those who worry and panic before the meteoric rise of Eric Zemmour, in the polls, for a month, and who is neither affiliated with
any political party and has not always declared his candidacy for the presidential election of 2022, it would be more reasonable to
attract him to their party. In reality the Republicans party, whose three major candidates, which are Xavier Bertrand (13%), Valerie



Pecresse (11%), Michel Barnier (4%), (who do not appreciate each other) should bait Eric Zemmour and the 'induct candidate for the
2022 presidential election, because he can also rally sympathizers of Marine Le Pen, who falls in the polls for his benefit. This would
make it possible not to be found "deprived of their candidate" as it was in 0217, when she official candidate, Francois Fillon, lost the
battle because entangled in his affairs of fictitious jobs, and abuse of social goods ... ... Eric Zemmour makes nomadism of presidential
campaign, a new style, without party, without financial means, without political background and without even having declared his
candidacy. And at the moment, it is nomadism that is sexy these days, where citizens want to detach themselves from political
apparatuses and free themselves from their "slavery of the system" To be continued...
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